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Think before you text

ashion

UCCESSFUL CAREER
Taking my designs international... was always the aim. We
have just completed a big order for the Middle East in collaboration with Jacque Vert and Debenhams. I want to dress
women of all ages from as many cultures as possible.
One of the most expensive outfits I have made… was a
couture bridal gown. It was a silk gown that was heavily embroidered, cost £5,000 and looked fabulous. But I aim to
create luxurious, beautiful dresses that are affordable.
Going online... was the best decision I ever made. In
2013, I closed my store and focused on creating an online presence. In 2014, I launched my new website, which
now is a fundamental element of my business. I won Best
Online Business in 2015, and I am a finalist again this year.
My current collection is… my Autumn Winter 2016 collection and probably my favourite to date. I based it on an Ice
Queen theme, using icy colours and an ethereal tone
throughout the designs. I wanted the collection to be opulent and elegant. The fabrics are gorgeous silks and velvets and I used techniques of silk embossing and hand
embroidery. The collection came together perfectly and
I love every single piece.
I draw inspiration from... things around me. I came
across a picture of the ocean, which inspired me to
create the collection I am currently working on. It is
a coral reef theme with bright and bold colours and
intricate embroidery mimicking ocean plants.
Finally, the plan for my fashion future is... to develop my couture and bridal collections. I want to
really focus on creating beautiful gowns that are elegant, simple and stunning. In terms of the brand itself, I
want it to grow and develop internationally. I have just
launched in the Middle East, next I want to target America and then the rest of the world.
Log onto Twitter/Instagram: @raishmacouture, Facebook:
@raishmaoffical and www.raishma.co.uk to find out more.

WITH the never-ending pressure to find
love, settle down and do what is perceived
to the world to be right, women feel the
pressure in abundance to find ‘the one’.
As a result, we can get stressed when it
comes to dating. How long after a date do I
wait to text him? Why hasn’t the guy messaged me? He likes someone else, what’s
wrong with me? These are all questions,
which constantly run through a mature single woman’s mind.
It’s a well-known fact that some women
need attention and when they don’t get it,
they get annoyed. Men often feel the brunt
of the annoyance, especially when women
feel like their boyfriends are ignoring them
via text and this can result in multiple angry
messages. But when everything is really
okay in the relationship, how many texts are
too many?
There are basically three types of guy in
the world. First is the guy who will text you.
He will tend to be younger, not have dated
as much and probably is a better communicator. Then there is the functional texter;
he’s into you, probably in his mid-30s, but
has had plenty of long text conversations
when he was younger so will text you to
keep in touch every few days or arrange to
meet. Third, there is the guy you never hear
from (apart from the odd drunk text); keep
away from him as he is an idle thumb texter
and not interested in dating you.
It’s important to understand that a man’s
priorities are going to be different to a woman’s, especially in their 30s. Generally for
men it will be work, friends, family and then
a relationship, especially a new one. This
doesn’t mean they don’t like you – they would
just rather text you and arrange to meet and
speak in person rather than have a long,
dragged-out text message conversation.
As time goes by and the relationships
gains more importance in their lives, these
priorities will change.
Of course, there are exceptions to the rule
and there is that odd guy out there who is
more in touch with his communicative side,
who does like to talk and who will call. This
man is a gem. Do not let him go.
But guys, here a piece of advice – if you
like someone, do text them and ask how
their day is going. Even just a simple ‘good
morning, beautiful, have a nice day’ can
make the world of difference and make your
girlfriend smile.
Ladies, before you get the urge to send all
24 of those text messages and ruin your
chances of getting date seven, stop, think
and use your head. Too many text messages
can make you look needy; like you don’t
have a life and your life is beginning to revolve around him. Also, you messaging all
the time can be annoying and a turn-off.
So ladies, just stop and think, do you really need to send that text?
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